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Introduction

The partnership of technology and the military pre-dates written history. Long before

airplanes became a reality in 1903, inventions such as the stirrup (circa 700 A.D. in Western

Europe) and gunpowder (circa 1300 A.D. in Western Europe) had "evolutionized" warfare as

well as civil life. The stirrup, which allowed men the means to steady themselves in the

saddle, was largely responsible for the preeminence of cavalry on the battlefield for many

centuries. Later, the stirrup also allowed the aristocratic gentry class the means to mount and

monitor their holdings in a far more dignified manner than had been possible before its

introduction. Gunpowder, and gunpowder weapons, eventually sealed the fate of previously

unstoppable cavalry charges, which had been made possible by the stirrup, and contributed to

the entrenched quagmire known to history as World War I. Metallurgical skills developed

during the gunpowder "evolution" were instrumental to the creation of engines and very

strong steel which Britain utilized with effect during the industrialization period. It was on

17 December 1903, on Kill Devil Hill, that Orville and Wilbur Wright demonstrated that

powered heavier than air flight was possible. Only forty years later, Henry Harley "Hap"

Arnold, then a seventeen year old 'plebe' (freshman) at West Point, would command the

largest military air force ever assembled in history while, in the same moment, commercial

air liners began criss-crossing the free skies of the world. The American journey from

fledgling air service to air weapon supreme must include back road travel through

personalities and institutions. The detours include the lives of a civilian scientist, a military

general officer, and the institutions they created. These men and their institutions were

responsible for America's blueprint for post-World War H air supremacy.



CHAPTER 1

Henry Harley Arnold: The Early Years

I am of the opinion that no matter how Buck Rogerish things may seem
to us now, with the terrific advances made in the art and science of air
operations, they should not be overlooked as a possibility for the future.'

General Hap Arnold, 6 December 1945

Henry Arnold was not supposed to enter the Army. His older brother, Thomas, was to

attend West Point to continue the Arnold family tradition of wartime service. Henry's

grandfather, Thomas G. Arnold, fought at Gettysburg during the Civil War. Henry's father,

Herbert, had served as a doctor in Puerto Rico in 1898 during the Spanish-American War.

But Thomas refused to accept his father's persistent requests to attend West Point so the

opportunity instead fell to Henry. The proposition was likely a huge relief to the young man.

Until Thomas's refusal, Henry was considering a religious career probably at the insistence of

his father. Yet the elder Arnold apparently fell strongly behind Henry's new career for he

wrote his son on the eve of his 1903 enrollment:

My Dear Boy,
Always live as in sight of God and your mother. Fully comprehend what is

required of you and act with promptness and fidelity. Self-control is essential to
success...2

Henry's West Point career did not reflect "fear" of God, mother or of anyone else for that

matter. The rest of his father's advice, however, impacted the development of one of the

youngest appointees ever to the Long Grey Line.
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Though young, Cadet Arnold found a comfortable niche at the tradition-laden

institution. He was a member and eventual leader of the "Black Hand." This covert

corruption squad was responsible for many of the greatest student spirit pranks ever carried

out at West Point. His future wife, Eleanor Pool, recalled that her first meeting with Henry

was through the window of his solitary confinement room where he had been placed for some

disciplinary indiscretion. He played varsity football, second string, and saw moderate

playing time during his cadet days. But he had academic drive as well. Arnold "specked"

(memorized) 37 pages of logarithm tables, earning him recognition in the West Point

Howitzer publication in 1907.V Although he had a clear memory, Henry was a slightly below

average cadet by all measurable standards. Yet by other standards he was anything but

average. The spirit which Henry imparted in leading the West Point pranksters and in openly

defying normally unquestioned authority motivated other cadets (and perhaps even some

officers) while setting the tone for a remarkable Army and Air Force career.

Cadet Arnold ended his West Point tenure much as he had lived it as a student. Less

than one week before graduating, he earned demerits for chewing tobacco during a cavalry

formation: strictly forbidden.5 Not only did this infraction keep him from most graduation

festivities, suspicion was that it earned him an assignment in the infantry--a final stab by the

authorities at the impetuous young lieutenant. Arnold had always yearned for ,t cavalry

assignment. "It was the last romantic thing left on earth," he later wrote.6 There were other

assignments besides infantry, but Henry was not qualified for them. He had not graduated

high enough academically, for example, to go to engineering school. Eleanor Pool recognized

this: "...Those with brains got the engineers, but I don't think that Hap was the engineering
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type at all. 7 Henry was never accused of being school smart. After graduation in 1907, Lt.

Arnold volunteered for duty in the Philippine Islands and made maps of the mountainous

island for the Army. After several unsuccessful attempts to gain an assignment to a cavalry

unit, he posted near New York City. One day in 1911, Arnold received a letter inviting him

to move to Dayton, Ohio, and take flying lessons from the Wright Brothers. Against the

advice of his commander, he accepted orders for military flight school. By the summer of

1911 Arnold was on his way to earning military pilot wings (license number 29).'

Arnold wasted no time in establishing in house notoriety. On 9 October 1912, Arnold

was awarded the first Mackay trophy, still bestowed for the most outstanding flight by a

military aircrew during the year. Arnold's flight entailed the successful negotiation of a

triangular aerial reconnaissance course and reporting his findings to a panel of judges. This

trophy associated Arnold permanently with the Air Service and also afforded him unique

opportunities to meet influential civil aviation enthusiasts as well as eminent civilian

scientists. Yet Arnold did not take himself or his new status too seriously. After receipt of

the actual Mackay Trophy cup, Arnold wrote his bride-to-be that, "It [the trophy] certainly is

handsome. I figure that it will hold about four gallons so I cannot see how you can fill it

with anything but beer."9 That zest for life was certainly influenced just then by a near fatal

airplane flight shortly after the Mackay Trophy mission at Fort Riley, Kansas. Henry and a

passenger, Lt. A.L.P. Sands, were suddenly thrown into a dive toward the ground. Arnold

righted the craft and missed a violent crash by only a few seconds. Such unpredictable

incidents were the reason why flying casualty rates were horrendously high: one death for

each 105 flying hours. Arnold was so rattled that he requested three weeks leave.'0 Henry
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and Eleanor were to marry in December that year. Certainly Arnold was thinking about his

fiance that day. He did not fly again for several years.

After the wedding, a second tour in the Philippine Islands and the addition of two

children, the Arnolds returned to America just as the United States entered World War 1.1

By August 1917, [Brevet] Colonel Henry "Hap" Arnold (temporary grade) was back in

Washington, D.C., as Assistant Director of the Office of Military Aeronautics. He had

wanted to join the fighting more directly, but accepted his fate after several requests for

overseas transfer were refused. Although aviation played no decisive role in the Great War,

operational lessons were learned by many of the American flyers who had participated in air

combat. The most vocal advocate was William "Billy" Mitchell.' 2

After World War I, Mitchell demonstrated that the airplane was more than just an

observation platform. It was an accurate, destructive weapon. Unfortunately, Mitchell was

too outspoken on the subject. His accusation of "treasonable behavior" by Navy officials in

aviation matters found him beyond accepted bounds for a military officer. The court martial

served as a public forum for aviation advocates, including Henry Arnold, who testified on

Mitchell's behalf. For his testimony, Arnold was awarded a permanent duty change: "exile"

to Fort Riley, Kansas. For the second time on the open plains of Kansas, Arnold thought his

career was spiraling uncontrollably toward the ground--this time figuratively.' 3 But the

assignment turned out to be the most significant of his twenty year career.

It was at Fort Riley, in 1927, that Hap came close to retiring from military service.

He had been exiled for speaking truthfully, but respectfully, at Mitchell's trial. He had never

entered the cavalry, even after repeated requests (to add insult to injury, Fort Riley was a
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cavalry post). He was denied any opportunity to participate directly in the American war

effort in Europe. Additionally, the national economic picture was very good. The New York

Stock Exchange was higher than it had been on the same date for the previous five years.

Cotton and coffee hit all time highs in the market and General Motors reported record profits

during the week of 23-30 July 1927."4 More pursuasively in July 1927, John K.

Montgomery, then president of American International Airways (a branch of Pan Am), had

offered Hap a lucrative civil aviation position as the first president of Pan Am Airlines.'

Remarkably, Major Henry Arnold (permanent grade), remained in the Army.

The reason for his decision was family concerns. On 24 July, Major Arnold sent John

Montgomery a final response to the Pan Am job offer. "As much as I would like to tell you

that I will resign and take up work with the company, I hesitate doing it on account of the

obligations which I have with my family." Arnold did suggest that he might work on "getting

a leave for four months and work with the company and then make up my mind."'6 This

leave was apparently never taken even though Montgomery had called Jack Jouett, a mutual

military friend of Arnold's, who was stationed in Washington to expedite the leave request.'7

Apparently, besides concerns for his family's economic security, an army career still offered

several challenges. Arnold had many ideas for the Air Service which he wanted to test.'

Additionally, his personal pride was damaged by the malice of his superiors. "I couldn't very

well quit the service under fire," he said."9
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CHAPTER 2

Theodore von Karman: The Early Years

It is tragic that over and over the enemy must always prove the virtue of
scientific investigation."

Theodore von Kgmmin

Near Budapest, Hungary, in the spring of 1881 von Sk6l16skislaki KIrmdn Todor was

born to Helen and Maurice von Krmdn. Todor, "gift of God," was the couple's third healthy

son and soon demonstrated remarkable mental skills marking him as the brightest of their

offspring. Helen, who carried the bloodline of many gifted scientists, and Maurice, friendly

and gregarious, offered a socially active backdrop during Todor's formative years. At age

six, Todor showed off for visitors by multiplying six digit numbers in his head with the speed

of present day calculators. At sixteen, Todor was awarded the Edtvos Prize as the finest

mathematics and science student in all of Hungary."' Thus began an academic, scientific,

and engineering career unequaled in the twentieth century. In the early 1900's, after a very

successful secondary school career, von Kirmin took up studies with Professor Ludwig

Prandtl, noted expert in fluid mechanics and all around bore, at the Gdttingen Mathematical

Institute.

Gottingen University, for all its reputation, stifled Todor's social and mental spirit. He

had become accustomed to the cafe lifestyle of Budapest and in 1908, bereft of motivation, he

travelled to Paris--a journey which transformed his life in many ways. In March of 1908, a
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close friend dragged the young professor to an aerial demonstration at a Paris air strip. The

flight of the "box kite made of sticks, wood and paper" intrigued him. From that moment,

Todor dedicated himself to the science of aeronautics, a different kind of fluid dynamics.'

Following his new found interest in the wind, Theodore von K~rm•n moved to Aachen,

Germany, where he became the director of the Aachen Aeronautical Institute.

The Polytechnic Institute at Aachen was a perfect place for the future regent of

American aeronautics to begin his aviation science career. Not only did Aachen offer gainful

employment, the festive atmosphere revitalized the young professor's morale (Recall that in

the ninth century, Charlemagne pronounced the region surrounding Aachen his home and was

eventually buried there).23

After only three years at Aachen, Professor von Kirmin found himself in the midst of

a horrible, modem European siege. In the summer of 1915, while German armies enjoyed

success on the Eastern front, Kirmrn assumed the post of Research Director at an Aircraft

factory near Vienna for the Austro-Hungarian Aviation Corps. This was his first real contact

with military officials and air operations.2' Ironically, the professor was much closer to The

Great War than Henry "Hap" Arnold ever got.

As Arnold agonized over this decision in Kansas, Prof. Theodore von Ktrm/n was

contemplating a move to America. The reason was the availability of a Guggenheim

fellowship to pursue the study of aeronautical sciences.

The Guggenheim Foundation was organized in 1926 with the express purpose of

furthering the prestige of aeronautics in the United States. When grants were made to Eastern

schools for the establishment of aeronautical programs, one in the amount of $500,000, other
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colleges began inquiring about the possibility of acquiring money for their own aeronautical

programs. The California Institute of Technology (Cal Tech), under the guidance of Prof.

Robert A. Millikan, soon requested Guggenheim money to expand its fledgling aeronautics

facilities."5

During World War I, Robert Millikan had been commissioned into the Army Signal

Corps and made Chief of the Science and Research Division. During this period, Millikan

met Hap Arnold who was serving as Assistant Director of the Office of Military Aeronautics

in Washington.' His acquaintance with Arnold would be significant to both Arnold and Cal

Tech over the next twenty-five years. After the war, Millikan accepted the chairmanship of

the Cal Tech Executive Council in 1921 (making him in effect, University President). His

goals for the institution were to thrust Cal Tech science programs to national pre-eminence

and to bring aviation interest, and industry, to Southern California. Millikan traveled a long

way toward achieving his first goal in 1923, when he earned the Nobel Prize for physics.2'

Millikan believed that science, "knowledge of the facts, the laws, and the process of nature,"

was vital to American destiny. Although officials at other universities held similar beliefs it

was Millikan, with help from the Guggenheim Foundation, who made Cal Tech the leader.23

Daniel Guggenheim himself took an interest in Cal Tech, Millikan, and the possibility of

luring Theodore von KArmin away from Aachen. By 1926, Millikan had convinced K~rm~n

to visit Cal Tech after paying an introductory visit to the Guggenheim Mansion in New York.

During his first visit to America, the Jewish, Hungarian professor was wined and dined by

Guggenheim personally, offered a significant pay increase to join the Cal Tech staff, and

promised the directorship of the aeronautics laboratory at that school as well as authority to
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run the laboratory any way he felt would make it most productive."

Although impressed by Guggenheim and Millikan's generosity, Ktrm•n did not

commit to a move. With the rise of anti-Semitism and Naziism in Germany in 1928 and

1929 the professor concluded that America offered better scientific, as well as social,

opportunities. By December 1929, K~rmdn had decided to move his home, mother, and sister

to the United States. He had several job offers available, both in Germany and in America,

but he finally settled on the directorship of the Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory at the

California Institute of Technology (GALCIT). He learned that Albert Einstein was to be a

research associate at Cal Tech in 1930, which may have also influenced his final decision?0

The acquisition of Professor von KArmin, Millikan's Nobel Prize winning reputation, the

newest possible facilities, as well as the notoriety of other academic staff members was

making Cal Tech the most vital and most renowned of the Guggenheim funded schools. 31

Karman's presence was perhaps the key factor. For over a decade, Cal Tech claimed the

services of the leading figure in aeronautics in America.

The men in charge of the future Air Forces should always remember that
problems never have final or universal solutions, and only a constant
inquisitive attitude toward science and a ceaseless and swift adaptation to new
developments can maintain the security of this nation through world air
supremacy. 2

Theodore von Kdrm~n
AAF Scientific Advisory Group

Theodore von Kdrmdn had always admired Sir Isaac Newton. Newton was the

quintessential theoretical scientist as well as a practical engineer. Not only had Newton

postulated the Universal Law of Gravity but had been a man of practical work, designing, for
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example, a footbridge over a river near his alma mater, King's College, in Cambridge,

England.3 Kirmin emulated Newton's wisdom and practicality and, throughout his career

in aerodynamic theory, maintained a strong interest in the actual engineering of his

formulations as well as applications of his work to real-world problems.

Practical applications of his theories were reflected in a variety of traditionally non-

aeronautic projects. Not including the professor's landmark work in theoretical fluid

dynamics, he helped redesign the Tacoma Narrows Bridge which had been destroyed by gusty

Northwestern winds. Kdrnrrn also used wind tunrels to study soil erosion, and he proposed

methods of controlling these effects. While still in Europe, Todor had even taken a flying

lesson which, perhaps fortunately, ended with a crash landing in a potato field.' Like

Arnold in 1912, it was a long time before he ever flew again. Unlike Arnold, he never

became a pilot.

Kdrmdn's varied interests were part of his universal appeal. While well known

physicists and scientists, such as Jerome Hunsaker of MIT, and Vannevar Bush at the

National Defense Research Committee (NDRC), had shunned jet and rocket engine research

and development (R&D), KMrmin was encouraging the study of such "unconventional

ideas."35 Although solving theoretical problems was Kdrmdn's strength, he was not afraid to

challenge accepted theory or, when necessary, get his hands dirty doing experiments. On at

least one occasion, the professor climbed into his wind tunnel with a handful of modeling

clay, and modified an airplane wing root which he suspected of causing high speed

turbulence. The modification became known throughout the world as "Kkrmdns"--small wing

fillets which minimized turbulence at high speeds. This discovery would be critical in the
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successful penetration of the sound barrier, a barrier many then believed would never be

broken.3

Never one to believe what others believed without logical evaluation, K•An also felt

that, "to be always logical is horrible."" His thinking process set him apart from others who

supported large working groups as the method to problem solution. Although he found use

for study groups, he believed that individual creativity was often suppressed, sometimes

because of the reputations of more respected members of the groups." Essentially, younger

members of groups were afraid to speak up for fear of having their own prestige crushed by a

more experienced, more highly respected member. "In the long run," Kirmin said, "I still

think that the finest thoughts come not out of organized team3 but out of the quiet of one's

own world."39 Yet the professor was not a stereotypical, introverted scientist. He was also

a gifted teacher.

Accepted as the most brilliant aerodynamicists of his time, Krmin also had the ability

to turn every encounter with students into an occassion for intellectual excitement. It was not

uncommon for Kdrm6n to invite students and faculty members to his Pasadena home for mid-

week gatherings consisting of Hungarian food and "shop talk". During the gathering, he

mingled with guests, Jack Daniels and a cigar in hand, spreading his enthusiasm for science

and life as a hungry child spreads peanut butter and jelly on mushy white bread. His home

was his spiritual source of strength. His mother and sister were constant companions and

confidants as well as his link to a rich European heritage. The festive atmosphere was

reminiscent of the cafe scene from which he emerged almost thirty years before and often

included famous Hollywood guests and high ranking military officers but rarely including
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German beer, which he missed a great deal. The casual relaxation of the situation was

ideal for learning.

The professor's teaching method centered around a belief in comprehensive, "broad

based" education; that is, scientists should learn some engineering and engineers should learn

some science. Additionaly, he believed that a familiarity with the humanities served to

broaden one's ability to understand complex scientific concepts. He had a unique ability to

explain complex solutions in rather simple terms." Moreover he was insistent on open

exchange of ideas, even if a solution appeared flawed. He was able to point out absurdity or

inconsistencies without destroying a relationship or squelching enthusiasm.'2 He resented,

for example, the secrecy which Robert Goddard insisted on during his early rocketry

experiments in the 1930's because it resulted in duplication of effort and a time delay in

eventual experimental success. His teaching ability was undoubtedly one reason why Hap

Arnold, a man of somewhat basic academic ability, came to like and respect Kfrmn so

much.

Yet, despite his notoriety as a scientist and a teacher, K-rmdn remained a man of deep

humility. During his lifetime, he shared the company of Albert Einstein, Henry Ford, Daniel

Guggenheim, Jane Mansfield, Orville Wright, Pope Pius XII, Joseph Stalin, and President

John F. Kennedy--to name only a few. The ease with which he moved through exalted social

and political circles demonstrated that, although he was aware of his personal standing as a

renowned scientist, he sought no status or reward for it. Further, he showed remarkable

interest in those who were experts in unfamiliar fields of study.'3 In reality, Kdrmdn was

interested in everything surrounding him. To him, true understanding was only achieved with
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an open mind. "The greatest progress in my lifetime," he once observed, "has consisted of

the elimination of what I call the scientific prejudices."" During his life he successfully

breached barriers between engineers and scientists, work and leisure, art and science, students

and teachers, home and class room, thinkers and laborers, as well as "long hairs" and military

men. While at Cal Tech, Krmrnn developed a similar vision to Hap Arnold's: the United

States needed an aeronautics establishment with civilians and military men directly

involved45
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CHAPTER 3

National Advisory ConmUttee on Aeronautics

At about the sam time Henry and Todor were beginning their careers, the United

States authorized the formation of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

(NACA). 4 This committee became the sounding board for fundamental aeronautical research

in the United States up through the early years of the Second World War. On 3 March,

NACA became a functioning government agency as a result of a "rider" to the Naval

Appropriations Act of 1915. The committee budget was five thousand dollars.47 The

founding of NACA marked the beginning of the second major phase of aeronautical

development: turning infant theory into tangible function. Although joint Army-Navy

committees had existed before NACA, they had no official status and even less authority over

the progress of aeronautical science. The need for a committee with legitimate power became

apparent the following year during the disastrous attempt at providing air support for Brig.

Gen. John J. Pershing's punitive expedition into Mexico."

Apparently learning little from the Mexico debacle, it was not until the 1920's that

NACA made headway in the area of pure research. Another student of Professor Prandtl,

Max Munk, became a NACA consultant at Langley Field, Virginia, NACA's primary research

facility at that time. Munk designed the first variable density wind tunnel in the United

States and was also responsible for the zeal with which the Langley facility utilized its wind

tunnel resources. This invention allowed testing of scale model airplanes rather than full size
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mock-ups of the craft"4 The Washington bureaucracy overwhelmed the committee and, by

1926, NACA had slipped away from theoretical aeronautics altogether. Essentially, the

committee was serving an "advisory function to other agencies [which] hampered its research

efforts."" It is inaccurate to say that the United States was doing nothing in preparation for

war. Since 1927 Wright Field near Dayton, Ohio, had been the center of Air Corps Research

and Development (R&D). NACA, the National Bureau of Standards, civil industry, and many

universities were hard at work solving aeronautical problems. By 1939, the majority of tasks

which NACA was tackling were primarily routine requests from the aviation branches of the

Army and Navy. Studies to determine R&D priorities for the Air Service were initiated in

1939 and 1940. A new organization, the National Defense Research Committee (NDRC),

was formed as the NACA equivalent for weapons and devices.5"
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CHAPTER 4

The Architects Meet

One military man whose career was bringing him ever-closer to Karman was Henry

Arnold. Major Arnold survived his "exile" to Kansas and by the early 1930s had assumed

command at March Field in Southern California, forty miles from Cal Tech. While in that

assignment, which earned him a brigadier generalship, Arnold continued building upon the

many civilian acquaintances he had already made in his career. He frequently entertained

celebrities, some whom he probably met when he flew as a stunt double during Hollywood

production earlier in his flying career. He kept close contacts with his World War I friend

Millikan, who was preparing cosmic ray experiments (for which he needed Arnold's

airplanes). In 1935, Arnold restructured his command to acconmmodate the new General

Headquarters (GHQ) Air Force concept. GHQ Air Force was an attempt to streamline the

Army Air Corps and consolidate administrative and training functions. This was the first

legitimate step toward an independent Air Force. Essentially, Arnold was responsible for all

air assets at the field: pursuit, bomber, and attack/observation. Since March Field had been

home to all types of aircraft prior to the official reshuffle, little actually changed in day-to-

day operations.'

That same spring, Brigadier General Arnold met Professor von Kfirin for the first

time while visiting Robert Millikan at GALCIT.'3 Although the general and the professor

crossed paths occasionally after that encounter, it was not until 29 September 1938, after
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Arnold was made the Commanding General Army Air Corps (CGAAC) and had been

reassigned to Washington, that their official association began in the gathering clouds of yet

another conflict.

With crisis looming again in Europe, Arnold and his staff closely monitored the events

surrounding the Spanish Civil War. Of critical interest was German airpower and its practical

application in that theater. Many military projects were under development or under

consideration in anticipation of a widening conflict. Two of these were improvement to

bomber aircraft windshields for cold, high altitude flight, and the development of a Jet

Assisted Takeoff System (JATO) to improve short field operations for heavy aircraft. In

September 1938, Arnold called a meeting of the "long hairs" to solve these problems.-4

GALCIT and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), another Guggenheim

school, sent representatives to the gathering. Jerome Hunsaker of MIT, requested the

windshield problem for his institution and openly dismissed JATO as a fantasy. Millikan and

Kimnmn, representing GALCIT, eagerly accepted the JATO challenge. By Christmas, Arnold

had given them a small stipend for preliminary research. In July 1939, a progress report

written by Frank Malina, one of Kirmin's assistants, earned an additional ten-thousand

dollars for the research team (dubbed the 'Suicide Club' a name earned by a few different

accidental attempts to destroy the GACITr with rocket experiments).55 Kirmin's own

words summarized the significance of Arnold's vision and the JATO the project. "Really,

without Arnold I think jet propulsion would have come much later."ft
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CHAFFER 5

The War and The General

.. My obnervatiom of the leaders I have known, do not indicate that a high LQ.
is the certain hallmark of the leader."

LL Gen. Ira C. Eaker
Commander, 8th Bomber Command
(under Arnold in W.W.ll)

Hap Arnold realized that airpower was not dependent upon massive numbers of

airplanes. Certainly planes were important, but so were pilots, mechanics, and air bases. The

requirement for continued "experimentation" with "gadgets" was also significantms These

views were held by many members of the Army Air Corps; and had been for many years.

Just before he died in 1936, Brig. Gen. Billy Mitchell had predicted that Arnold's convictions

and courage might even be enough to ensure the Air Service would actually be prepared

before the next war began."' Unfortunately, American forces at Pearl Harbor in 1941,

including the Air Corps, were not prepared to make any immediate decisive contribution to

the war effort. Arnold's task was clear in 1941: He was to build a fighting American Air

Force immediately. But if preparations were progressing, it was as accurate to say that they

were occurring far too slowly. The first priority in building the Army Air Corps, necessarily,

was to speed up the production of planes, pilots, mechanics, and bases. That is exactly what

Hap Arnold did.

As a colleague recalled, Arnold achieved the necessary speed-up by "management

methods far removed from orderly staff procedures. "' Arnold realized that organization was
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one of the most crucial tools in successful mission accomplishment. But it had to be his own

method of organization. He had spent nearly a decade dealing with the managerial melee in

Washington, two of those years during wartime. His familiarity with the inner workings of

the "system" had become essential to his ability to outwit the bureaucracy and make things

happen.
6'

The ability to hoodwink, although vital, was not Arnold's only forte. Nathan Twining,

who worked on Arnold's staff from 1940-42, said, "There was some lost motion in those

early days, but Arnold straightened that out before the war was over." 2 He did this, in large

degree, by strength of his own will and certainty in his decisions. As his father had hoped he

would do in 1903, Hap fully comprehended requirements and acted swiftly and faithfully.

Others, such as the Wright Brothers, reinforced in Arnold that strong will can "make the

impossible, possible."6 3 Laurence Kuter, a member of Arnold's trusted Advisory Council,

once wrote that it was very unwise to utter the words, "It can't be done," around the general.

Those were fighting words." His contemporaries called him many things: "Go'er,"

"Do'er," "An S.O.B.," "Strong and Courageous," "Tough and Rough," "Turbo-Supercharged,"

"A Steam Engine," and "leading at a very fast pace.""65 They all marked a man who had

'moxie' as well as impatience and remarkable vision. All combined to make Gen. Hap

Arnold an airpower pacesetter.

...I have been impatient all my life and will probably be impatient to get
the caisson rolling faster when I go through the gates of Arlington but
that's my make-up, and that's that."

Arnold to Spaatz, 19 Aug 1942
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There is no question that Hap Arnold was an impatient man. He was unable to

tolerate delay and was restless. He was unable to sit in one place for much more than fifteen

minutes and was always in the middle of something.67 He was unable to endure opposition

and was intolerant. His disdain for "can't do" attitudes was well known." He was, above

all else, restively eager for "things" to happen. Hap wanted any task to have happened

yesterday--he was all business.

Occasionally, his enthusiasm to accomplish tasks resulted in duplication of effort by

staff officers who had been "tagged" or "Hey, you'd" in the hall by Arnold himself.6 Every

once in a while, when dissatisfied or just to make a point, Arnold resorted to verbal eruptions

which were not soon forgotten by the recipient of the barrage.7' To admit that Hap was

impatient is one thing, to suggest that his impatience was deleterious would certainly be

incorrect. The United States military, now facing a war on two fronts separated by six-

thousand miles, could not have been in a more precarious position. Airplanes, pilots, and

mechanics could not have appeared fast enough to diminish the immediate threat of

catastrophe. Gen. Hap Arnold's "impatience" was exactly what the Army Air Corps needed

during the early years of American involvement in World War I.71

Arnold had this intellectual curiosity and the fanatic belief that air power
is most important for the nation and for the future of Mankind.'

Prof. Theodore von Kirmin

By 1944, Arnold, convinced of Allied victory, quickly demonstrated that his vision for

the future was as important to the Air Corps as his impatience had been in 1941. General

Arnold held the same vision of an independent Air Force as Billy Mitchell had twenty years
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earlier. By now, however, Arnold realized that it was only a matter of time before the dream

of independence for his branch of the service would be realized.73 Arnold's prescience went

beyond the thinkably inovative; it was clearly visionary. Aided by long association with the

civilian scientific community, Hap had an open-minded view of the relationship of technology

to military forces. Men who served with Arnold during the war said that Arnold was the only

prominent military officer to have possessed a broad enough view or a clear enough

understanding of the potential capability of science to alter the complexion of the air

service.74 Arnold realized that the technical genius needed to fulfill his vision was beyond

bureaucracy--beyond the military. The expertise required could only be found at universities

and in civilian industry. It was only logical that Arnold sought out his long time

acquaintance, Nobel Laureate Robert Millikan, to discuss his vision for the future.

Although Hap had already decided on K-rmnn as the civilian, university scientist he

needed for the Air Corps, he probably felt an obligation to inform Millikan of his choice and

then ask for his blessing upon their union. The prospect of losing the world's leading

aeronautics professor to the Pentagon must have disappointed Millikan, despite his friendship

with Hap and his realization that the American military was in a scientific bind. Arnold had

sent a telegram to Lake George, New York, where K~rmin was recuperating from a rather

nasty intestinal cancer operation earlier that summer. Arnold was unaware that the problem

had been very serious as he sent the telegram on 4 August and asked the professor to visit

him in Washington within two weeks.76 Apparently, Arnold did not contact Millikan until

sometime after this telegram had been sent. By mid-September, Kdrmin was able to travel

short distances and a meeting with Arnold was arranged at LaGuardia Airport, a stop-over for
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Arnold on his way to Europe. The meeting was brief and honest. When it was over, the

Army Air Forces had a new long-range designer while GALCIT had a job opening to fill."
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CHAPTER 6

The Problem with NACA and Others...

Such decisions appear very short sighted indeed.7m

Prof. Theodore von Kirmfn

"NACA continued to be the most important government agency engaged in

fundamental research for the advancement of aeronautical science." After 1939, NACA

expanded its staff and, "contributed significantly to most of the technical achievements of the

war period."'9 Since inception in 1915, the role of NACA was specifically tied to

"fundamental research," which had been re-emphasized throughout its existence. Entering

World War UI, NACA functioned as a clearing house for solving the problems of existing

weapons and planes. Basic research was limited to whatever might be garnered on the way to

fixing the problems of the present day.' Even though NACA held a rather impressive

record of aeronautical triumphs, there were two significant reasons why Hap Arnold decided

to form an independent group responsible for drafting the long-range forecast for the Army

Air Forces.

First, in 1930, while KArnAn was testing the GALCIT wind tunnel efficiency rating,

Eastman Jacobs, sent by NACA Research Director Dr. George Lewis, monitored the project

closely. The 5.6 to I efficiency rating was roughly equal to the best wind tunnels available in

Europe. Krmdn, keeping true to his belief that all information should be openly shared,
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allowed Jacobs complete access to the results for his report to Lewis.'1 In 1933, Clark B.

Millikan, son of the Nobel Laureate and now a colleague of KimAn at GALCIT, had

requested data from a NACA experiment on Boundary Layer Control (BLC); that is, flow of

air very close to the surface of an object moving through air. His request was refused and

the excuse offered was that the data was too preliminary. It had long been NACA policy to

withhold preliminary test results from civil industry but the scientific community, until this

instance, had been immune.' Because of incidents like these, long before the professor met

the General Arnold, he had a disparaging impression of NACA, its policies, and its

leadership.

Throughout the 1930s, these early impressions did not improve. Twice during the

period Krmin had proposed the construction of a supersonic velocity wind tunnel. Twice he

had been turned down by Dr. G. Lewis. Lewis' rationale in the case of the wind tunnel

refusal is an illuminating one. Since the limiting airspeed of an aircraft propeller was

approximately 500 miles per hour, to design a wind tunnel which produced wind much faster

than that was a futile endeavor. Of course the planes which K1rm~n had in mind were not to

be powered by propellers. Again in 1938, Clark Millikan re-submitted his request for

Freeman's boundary layer data. Again, Lewis refused to release the results. Coupling these

unreasonable and non-visionary refusals with the fact that Lewis had replaced a fellow

Prandtl-ite (Max Munk) at NACA in 1926, Kirmin's picture of a managed research team,

void of a spirit of cooperation, was evidently accurate.83 Arnold, either through Millikan or

Krmdn himself, was aware of the ill feelings which were sheltered within the professor's

congenial nature.
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Second, and more importantly, was General Arnold's own experience with NACA

which was similar to that of the GALCIT staff. Even as late as 1939, Hap was a supporter of

NACA as the primary hub of aeronautic activity for the Air Corps. He did, however, support

Cal Tech as far as wind tunnel research was concerned, a result of his assignment at March

Field in the early 1930s where he was personally kept abreast of Kdrmin's wind tunnel

experiments and other activities.8 During this period, he was undoubtedly aware of

NACA's inhospitability toward GALCIT and Kfrmgn's disappointment in the bureaucracy

which it represented. When Arnold arrived in Washington in the late 1930s, he encountered

the NACA on a much more personal level.

Having received reports of a German plane capable of speeds in excess of 400 m.p.h.,

Arnold approached George Lewis, director of research, to find out why "in the name of God

we [Army Air Corps] hadn't got one."'8 Lewis replied, "Because you haven't ordered one."

After a rather lengthy conversation, Arnold discovered that Lewis was well aware that the

capability had existed for some time to build a faster airplane. He had not suggested that it

be built because it was not his function to dictate to the military what they should or should

not build. The events that followed re-enforced Arnold's suspicion that the NACA was self-

centered and bogged down in bureaucracy.' Hap, having lost trust in the workings and

leadership of NACA, resorted to other civilian agencies in an effort to capitalize on new jet

engine information made available in 1941 by Great Britain.

In April that year, General Arnold visited England where he was introduced to the

Gloster E 28/29 turbojet airplane. Through "reverse Lend-Lease," Arnold obtained the plans

for the Whittle Engine which powered the craft. After his return to Washington, Hap gave
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the plans to three separate civilian engine companies and instructed them, under strict orders

of secrecy, to reproduce the engine for manufacturing. The internal "cloak of secrecy" was so

effective that NACA had heard only rumors of the technology exchange, which even included

an actual Whittle Engine. And when Chuck Yeager broke the sound barrier in 1947, NACA

did not know that the Bell X- I aircraft even existed.Y NACA policies of information

exchange under George Lewis left Arnold feeling let down in the area of aircraft

development. By the end of the war the general felt no obligation to share information with

an agency which, for the previous ten years, had maintained a closed lip approach to

technology transfer within the United States scientific community." The same lack of faith

in NACA sent Arnold looking for K'rmrn in the fall of 1944 to realize what was now Hap's

most important objective: The Army Air Force Long Range Development Program.
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CHAFFER 7

The Blueprint

.. The free thinking of the director, AAF Scientific Advisory Group, should
not be hampered by a layer of staff officers who are too busy solving current
problems to project thenselves into the future."

Gen. Hap Arnold

I cannot say that we did not see things."

Prof. Theodore von KAn

On 9 November 1944, in a speech to the new NACA Aeronautics Engineering Lab,

Arnold told the gathering of scientists and engineers that when the AAF got stuck in a

development problem or when looking toward the future of aeronautics, "normally we go to

the NACA and ask you people to do that work for us."" "Normally," may be translated as:

having to do with routine or low priority tasks. In 1941, Arnold gave the jet engine problem

to civil industry so that the AAF might "catch up" with her European counter-parts. In 1944,

Hap gave the important task of looking toward the future of the Air Forces to KgrmAn and his

Scientific Advisory Group (SAG).

After the LaGuardia meeting in mid-September 1944, K~rmAn was "more impressed

than ever with Arnold's vision."''i Symbolically, the film, "Wing and a Prayer," starring

Don Ameche and Dana Andrews, was a box office smash in September 1944." Arnold had

directed the professor not to be concerned with current projects which were already being

executed. He insisted that the SAG ignore nothing and that they project themselves ten or
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twenty years into the future letting their "imagination run wild, and see what kind of Air

Force we might have at that time."' To ensure that the SAG could accomplish this crucial

task as thoroughly as possible, Arnold imposed no completion deadline, he insisted the SAG

travel to all foreign countries and assess their aeronautics programs and then make bold,

viable predictions."

To accomplish this, K-rmin moved to Washington assuming his post as AAF

Consultant on Scientific Matters, officially effective 23 October 1944. The first report

Knrmin made was organizational in nature naming Hugh Dryden as Deputy on the SAG."

On 1 December 1944, Headquarters Office Instruction (HOI) 20-76, officially established the

AAF Scientific Advisory Group and attached it directly to the Commanding General AAF,

Hap Arnold.'

Eventually "thirty-one giant brains" assembled in Washington and prepared to execute

the monumental task at hand. Monthly meetings consisted of Arnold's admonitions to throw

conservatism to the wind while Ktrm~n, "The Boss," reminded scientists that they had to

deliver on their promises. Frank Wattendorf, a former student and admirer of K&-mdn,

discussed The Boss's unusual work habits and prepared the newcomers, as best he could, for

the "von KIrmn experience." Not unexpectedly, the younger members of the team found

working in the SAG the "equivalent of a semester of grad school each day."" In May 1945,

the SAG departed for Europe on "Operation Lusty," a name which The Boss called, "unlikely

but pleasant." Arnold's instructions to "Tooey" Spaatz, the European air commander at the

time were: "Give them what they want, Get them where they are going. Make it a personal

concern."' He did.
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After six weeks travelling throughout the devastated countryside of Europe, The Boss

met Arnold in Paris for a debriefing on the team's initial findings. Hap was travelling with

President Truman to the Potsdam Conference, scheduled for the last week in July, and was

pressed for time. He asked the professor to prepare a report for him summarizing the team's

findings. On 22 August KirmAn submitted, Where We Stn in fulfillment of Arnold's

request The report included predictions of supersonic flight, practical inter-continental

ballistic missiles, nuclear warheads, and the successful development of surface-to-air anti-

aircraft missiles.'0e During the fall, The Boss began assembling and compiling the work of

the SAG members. It was an arduous, time consuming task. In October 1945, the previously

relaxed mood in the SAG work rooms changed. Suddenly there was a great sense of urgency

to complete the project.

General Arnold had suffered the first of a series of heart attacks. He was well enough

to ask Krmin if the report might be finalized by 15 December 1945. After many sleepless

nights by many members of the group, the final report, Toward New Horizons, was delivered

to the general right on time.`°m Krm•n wrote the opening book, Science: The Key to Air

Supremacv, as the introduction to the thirty three volume completed, "classified" report.

Recommendations included: administrative reorganization, future engine design

considerations, technical schooling for air officers, weapons possibilities, and a plea for

government authority to "foster," not "dictate," basic research, to name only a few."° This

study was the first of its kind ever accomplished in American military history. Although

future attempts were made to repeat the feat of the SAG, none were as effective nor had the

monumental impact on the structure of the Air Force.'0 3 While preparing to relinquish
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command to CG. Carl "Tooey" Spaaz, Arnold offered his perceptions of the SAG and its

importance.

Hap reminded Spaatz that the Air Forces had no great scientists in their ranks. The

military R&D labs had stagnated during the war, largely due to increased production

requirements and short-sighted leadership. Ouasde civilian help had been required during the

war to meet development of power plants for aircraft and aircraft structural design problems.

Through them, scientific potential became obvious. "These men did things that the average

Army officer could never have accomplished. We must not lose these contacts."'"

Arnold's deteriorating physical condition forced him to slow his "fast-paced" leadership after

the war ended in August 1945.

Realizing that the war was won, his dream of preparing a blueprint for the Air Forces

completed, and his health deteriorating, Arnold retired from service in February 1946, the

same month that the original charter for the SAG expired. The last formal meeting of the

AAF Scientific Advisory Group was held 6 February 1946, where Arnold addressed the

gathering and thanked them for their super-human efforts during the past year. On 1 March

1945, Kfrmfn resigned his government position as AAF Scientific Advisor ending one of the

most intellectually active chapters ever written in Pentagon history."'
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CHAP'MR 3

The LAP"

Gaeral Arnold was uniqe In his ability to anticipate and to prepare for
the ature, and when he ot together with Theodore Yon Kirmi it was a
very fortunate thing Indeed, becase while General Arnold was rot a highy
technical man be did understand the Importance of science sad technology,
and while Dr. von Kdrnmn was not strictly a military man he realized the
importance to the military of the mo-litlo of science0

Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle

To Dr. von Kirfin and to his doe friend, Gen. Hi.L "Hap" ArnoK
goes the prime credit for the. rckhkidevekpmmt orientation of
today's Air Forcew.'

Dr. Hugh L. Dryden
Deputy Administrator, NASA
SAG Deputy to Karman, 1945

Hap and The Boss held similar beliefs for the future of the Air Forces while

complimenting the other's shortcomings on a regular basis. Both men saw the necessity to

weld science to the military R&D scheme which included a combination of military men and

civilian scientists working together. Both men expected a "can do" approach from their staff

members and viewed slow-downs with disgust. Both men appreciated blunt, acute questions.

Both were remarkably open minded compared to others in their professions."' Both men

were dashing in their youth and maintained a certain magnetic quality as they matured. Both

enjoyed a good glass of beer.

Aside from the similarities, Kirmnn had a great respect for Arnold and felt that the
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general was the greatest example of a United States military man. The Boss admired his

superb dedication and complete logic. Arnold also offered the professor one of his greatest

career challenges as chairman of the SAG, and he was extremely flattered that Arnold

depended upon him as much as he obviously did. When there was a dispute between the

scientists and a military colleague, Hap normally picked the "brown derby" over the uniform.

Perhaps this was because of Kinmin's ability to explain complicated problems using everyday

terms or word pictures. This gift was invaluable to Arnold, who never claimed to have a

deep knowledge of science or its principles. The professor had always insisted that university

men of highest stature should teach the most elementary classes. Arnold was the recipient of

the knowledge that resulted from this belief.'"' Arnold's retirement and Krmin's

resignation ended one of the most unique and productive relationships in American military

history.

"Tooey" Spaatz, Arnold's successor, held his glass high at the Stratford, Philadelphia,

and toasted General Arnold as a monument to the service because of his imagination, military

diplomacy, and "contagious vitality.""0 For forty years Arnold had served his country,

entering West Point five months before the first airplane flew, and retiring as Commander of

the mightiest Air Force in the world. Meanwhile, Hap had seen a global depression and two

World Wars. President Harry S. Truman summarized his friend Hap's career in a letter

commemorating his retirement:

In the more than forty years you have devoted to the service of your country,
you have watched and helped the Army Air Forces grow from a fledgling corps
of two airplanes to the mightiest aerial force the world has ever seen--an
unbeatable air arm which has contributed so much to the victory we have won and
the peace we are determined to keep."'

Harry S. Truman
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Arnold's Distinguished Service Medal citation emphasized "driving spirit" and

"professional genius" in leading the Air Forces to their dominant world position. Perhaps the

greatest honor of all came in May 1949, when Hap was awarded the rank of General of the

Air Force, the only five star Air Force General rank ever bestowed. On 15 January 1950,

Hap died from a heart attack."'

As for Kirmgn, he still had several years in the limelight. For the next decade he

continued collaboration with the military as chairman of the Scientific Advisory Board which

replaced the SAG following one of the recommendations from Toward New Horizons. He

was also actively involved in industrial consulting, guiding the European scientific

community, and a member of a host host of different aeronautical and astronautical

organizations. Donald Douglas, airplane manufacturing mogul, dubbed the professor: "The

Elder Statesman of Aviation." On 18 February 1963, his grey bushy hair glistening on a

sunny Washington day, he received the first National Medal of Science from President John

F. Kennedy. Then the reigning monarch of aeronautical science returned to Europe and his

intellectual home: Aachen, Germany. On 6 May 1963, Theodore von KTrmdn died." 3
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APPENDIX

Army Air Corps AAC

Army Air Forces AAF

California Institute of Technology Cal Tech

Commanding General AAC CGAAC

Commanding General AAF CGAAF

Guggenheim Aeronautics Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology GALCIT

Jet Assisted Take-off JATO

Jet Propulsion Laboratory JPL

Massachusetts Institute of Technology MIT

National Advisory Committee
on Aeronautics NACA

National Aeronautics and
Space Administration NASA

National Defense Research Committee NDRC

Research and Development R&D

Scientific Advisory Board SAB

Scientific Advisory Group (1944-45) SAG
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